Selection of regimens for patients with hepatitis C virus genotype/serotype discrepancy.
In the present study, the usefulness of the resistance-associated variant (RAV) analysis to select direct acting antiviral (DAA) drugs for patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype/serotype discrepancy was evaluated. The core-genotype and serotype were determined in the 559 patients recruited in the study. The RAV analysis and NS5B-genotype determination were performed in the eight patients who exhibited a genotype/serotype discrepancy. One of these patients exhibited a core-genotype 1b/serotype 2, and detection by RAV analysis was possible in this patient. The other seven patients demonstrated a core-genotype 2/serotype 1, and detection using the RAV analysis was possible in four of them. The NS5B-genotype was 1b in all patients in whom detection using the RAV analysis was possible and was other than 1b in patients in whom detection using the RAV analysis was impossible. The RAV analysis could detect RNA sequences specific to genotype 1b in the NS5A region. Therefore, in patients with genotype/serotype discrepancy in whom detection using the RAV analysis is possible, the treatment regimens should be selected based on the assumption that HCV with genome that is highly homologous to genotype 1b is present in the NS5A region.